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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

1.1.1 This chapter provides a qualitative review of A40 Over Roundabout and alteration 

with respect to the Web TAG appraisal method for landscape.  The most recent 

version of the appraisal methodology (TAG Unit A3) was issued in December 2015. 

1.1.2  The A40 Over Roundabout does not fall within an historic settlement or urban 

area.  It sits on the boundary of Greenbelt and Landscape Nature Reserve it is 

therefore appropriate that a landscape assessment is undertaken for this area.  

1.2 Methodology  

1.2.1 The methodology for appraising the impact of the A40 Over Roundabout on the 

landscape follows the five step general approach to appraising ‘environmental 

capital’ described in Chapter 5 of the TAG Unit A3 guidance for Environmental 

Impact Appraisal, December 2015.  

1.2.2 This appraisal also follows the additional, landscape specific guidance laid out in 

Chapter 6 of the TAG Unit A3 guidance for Environmental Impact Appraisal.  

Scoping and identification of study area.  

1.3 Scoping and identification of study area 

 

1.3.1 The proposed works include the following elements: 

 • Additional widening of the link roads  

• Changes to the A40 and A417 Over Roundabout; 

1.3.2 The study area is restricted to the road corridors surrounding the roundabout. 

1.4 Purpose of Report 

1.4.1 The report has been prepared by a Landscape Architect to provide information in 

relation to the landscape and visual impact of the proposed junction improvement 

schemes, as part of the A40 Over Roundabout Junction improvements.  This report 

will form part of the business case and will assist in determining the following: 

 What are the impacts on the physical and cultural characteristics of the local area 

and does the scheme affect any designated areas of landscape value? 
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 Are there any impacts on the setting of buildings, structures, and open spaces in 

urban areas which are of high value (in terms of visual appearance and usage by 

people)? 

1.4.2 There are significant trees on the site and on neighbouring land adjacent to the 

development boundary.  An arboriculturist has visited the site and informed the 

design, but no arboricultural report has been produced. 

1.4.3 No site visit was carried out as part of the landscape assessment.  The landscape 

assessment presented in the report has been carried out on the basis of 

professional judgement and is intended to provide information for a business case 

only.   

1.5 Site Situation and Proposed Works 

1.5.1 The site is situated to the north west of Gloucester city centre and the proposed 

scheme covers one site at four connecting junctions at the A40 Over/Over 

Causeway Roundabout as shown in figure 1. These include 

  A417 Over Causeway, leading south to Gloucestershire City (Carriageway 

widening and embankment improvements)  

 A417 Gloucestershire Road, leading north to Maisemore Village (Carriageway 

widening and embankment improvements)  

 A40 leading to Longford and Innsworth (Carriageway widening)  

 A40 leading to Highnam and Churcham (Carriageway widening).  

1.5.2 The scheme has been designed to reduce delays at the junctions and increase the 

flow of traffic through the area. 

1.5.3 The carriageway will be widened into the existing verge area 

1.5.4 The carriageway will be widened to extend the existing left turn lane on the 

southern side of the road 

1.5.5 The carriageway will be widened on the northern and eastern sides to 

accommodate the volume of traffic approaching the junction.   

1.5.6 Land will be purchased to accommodate the widening. 
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Figure 1: Scheme locations 

1.6 Site Description 

Landscape Character 

1.6.1 Gloucester sits at the head of the Severn Estuary the city itself sitting within the 

Vale of Gloucester.  To the east, there is the Cotswold escarpment and the 

significant outliers of Robinswood and Churchdown (or Chosen) hill.  To the South, 

North and West the flood plain of the Severn dominates, though the land rises 

gently to the Forest and Malvern hills. 
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1.6.2 The sites are located within the National Character Area (NCA) 106: Severn & Avon 

Vales which covers approximately 2103 square kilometres.  The River Severn flows 

north to south through the NCA and the River Avon meanders east to west 

between Stratford and Tewkesbury where it joins the Severn.  To the south and 

east, the NCA is dominated by nucleated towns and villages; larger town and cities 

are mostly located on riversides, including the cathedral cities of Worcester and 

Gloucester, and the Abbey Towns of Tewkesbury and Pershore, which form 

prominent features in the landscape. 

1.6.3 The River Severn flows north to south through the NCA and River Leadon east to 

west.  The River Severn east to westerly channels run on either side of the site 

where it reconnects to the Severn leading out to the estuary and Bristol Channel.   

1.6.4 A small proportion of the NCA is urban and includes towns such as Worcester, 

Cheltenham, Gloucester, and Stratford-upon-Avon, with its world famous 

Shakespearian connections. 

1.6.5 Some of the key characteristics of this area are listed below: 

 Mainly neutral wet grassland and flood meadows with associated broadleaf trees. 

 A diverse range of flat and gently undulating landscapes strongly influenced and 

united by the Severn and Avon rivers which meet at Tewkesbury 

 Prominent oolitic limestone outliers of the Cotswold Hills break up the low-lying 

landscape in the south-east of the area at Bredon Hill, Robinswood Hill, 

Churchdown Hill and Dumbleton Hill 

 West of the Severn, the Mercia Mudstones predominate, producing poorer silty 

clay soils.  Lias clays in the Avon Valley and east of the Severn create heavy but 

productive soils.  River terrace gravels flank the edges of watercourses 

 Woodland is sparsely distributed across this landscape but a well wooded 

impression is provided by frequent hedgerow trees, parkland and surviving 

traditional orchards 

 Small pasture fields and commons are prevalent in the west with a regular 

pattern of parliamentary enclosure in the east.  Fields on the floodplains are 

divided by ditches (called rhines south of Gloucester) fringed by willow pollards 

and alders 
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 A strong historic time line is visible in the landscape, from the Roman influences 

centred at Gloucester, earthwork remains of medieval settlements and associated 

field systems through to the strong Shakespearian heritage at Stratford-upon-

Avon 

 Highly varied use of traditional buildings materials, with black and white timber 

frame are intermixed with deep-red brick buildings, grey Lias, and Cotswolds 

stone. 

Landscape Designations 

1.6.6 The scheme is not within a conservation area or Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty (AONB).  The Cotswold AONB starts approximately 6km southeast of the 

scheme.  

1.6.7 The site is located on the edge of Alney Island; LNR (Local Nature Reserve) the 

area is described as mainly neutral wet grassland and flood meadows with 

associated broadleaf trees. 

1.6.8 Tewkesbury local development plan shows an area of high-risk flood due to the 

low valley and the River Severn breaching the banks. 

1.6.9 The Over Bridge located southeast of the A40 over Roundabout is a Scheduled 

Ancient Monument.  

1.6.10 There are no Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) within the scheme extent. 

Pattern  

1.6.11 The site consists of gently sloping agricultural land under grass and arable 

production on the edge of Gloucester. 

1.6.12 The site is made up of a number of fields divided by existing hedgerows in variable 

condition and a small area of woodland.  This existing vegetation has value for 

visual screening. 

1.6.13 At the county level, the site lies within the Floodplain Farmland landscape 

character type and within the Rea, Maisemore Ham, and Longford character area.  

The area is described as an open expansive area which has resulted from the flat 

landform.  

1.6.14 The area is predominantly an unimproved and improved grassland area of grazing 

and minor arable farmland and limited tree cover throughout the land.  
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Tranquillity 

1.6.15 Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) work to protect, promote and enhance 

our towns and countryside to make them better places to live, work and enjoy, 

and to ensure the countryside is protected for now and future generations.  

1.6.16 A robust methodology has been developed that will encompass a different 

experience of tranquillity and detailed maps showing how tranquil different places 

area has been produced (CPRE, No date).  The site varies in levels of tranquillity 

however, as expected; they are all of a lower level. 

1.6.17 The A417 and A40 Over Roundabout and Alney Island (south of the M50 and west 

of the M5) is characterised by rough and textural wet grassland grazed by cattle 

and heavily compartmentalised by infrastructure.  

1.6.18 Permanent and seasonal ponds are commonplace.  

1.6.19 Roads on embankments, flyovers, and bridges for both road and rail dominate 

views and give a local sense of enclosure.  High traffic levels and traffic noise is a 

feature of the area. 

Cultural  

1.6.20 The area retains a sense of place provided by the Rivers Severn and Avon and 

their floodplains, the area was formed from ancient market towns and villages 

located on them, such as Worcester, Stratford, that created its strong associations 

with Shakespeare, Tewkesbury and Gloucester with their characteristics of 

historical buildings, famous for its black and white timber framed building style. 

1.6.21 Transport systems have played a large part in the cultural development of the area 

with the railway network, multiple highways with smaller connecting roads to 

villages that have to cope with increasing traffic volumes.  

1.6.22 The A417 and A40 Over Roundabout traffic dominates the space and the setting of 

the place, with settlement pattern to the south which has been distorted by the 

presence of the major road system, the canal and the railway stations and 

presents an unusual example of urban sprawl in an otherwise rural part of 

England. 

1.6.23 There are listed buildings present within the locality, although many are contained 

within their setting in towns, villages and the city centre. 
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1.6.24 The Scheduled Ancient Monument ‘Over Bridge’ located southeast of the A40 over 

Roundabout maintains significant archaeological interest to the area. 

Landcover 

1.6.25 The Severn and Avon Vales NCA has a diverse range of flat and gently undulating 

landscapes largely consisting of silty clays which were deposited from an arid 

environment in ephemeral lakes, inland seas or saline lakes, punctuated in places 

by Cotswold outliers.  

1.6.26 The area is now drained by the rivers Severn and Avon, both of which have 

important ‘staircases’ of river terraces formed in response to changes in global 

climate and sea and land levels. 

1.6.27 There are numerous large landmarks of an industrial or urban nature, such as 

pylons and electricity substations, which punctuate the landscape.  However, 

remnant railway features, Over Bridge and past land use (horse races), particularly 

at Alney Island, give the area historic interest. 

1.6.28 Physically, this is typical flat Floodplain Farmland landscape, consisting of broad, 

arable, open fields, and dominated by, generally vegetated, watercourses of 

varying size.  Field size is sometimes very large with arable cultivation dominating 

the area.  

1.6.29 Tree cover is restricted to river/stream banks, where it can form structurally 

diverse vegetative corridors and screens.  However, some stream and ditch 

vegetation is lost or degraded by agriculture. 

1.7 Landscape Assessment 

1.7.1 This section contains a description of the likely impacts of the proposals on the 

existing landscape features and views from adjacent visual receptors relevant to 

the site location and the alteration planned for the sites location.   

1.7.2 As noted in section one it is based on professional judgement. 

A417 Over Causeway, leading from Gloucester to A417 and A40 junction  

1.7.3 This wider area comprises of mainly commercial properties which are of low 

sensitivity in terms of visual impact.  The road maintains screening from high tree 

vegetation reducing the visual impact of the Overpass Road.  
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1.7.4 The properties are south of the site location on the fringe of Gloucester City Centre 

exiting on the A417.  

1.7.5 Views from the sites are also very limited due to the topography of the over pass, 

however, Gloucester Cathedral and Highnam Spire (southeast) can be glimpsed, 

and views across Alney Island and beyond are quite extensive from elevated 

positions such as Over Bridge.  

1.7.6 Currently the area proposed for the works is dominated by scrubby vegetation and 

thorn including some small trees.  

1.7.7 The removal of trees/vegetation will open up the views, however, commercial 

properties with lower visual sensitivity are located 240m west of the site so this 

would have a minimal impact. 

 Tree impact will depend on the construction methods and working space 

required.  

 Trees on the embankments will be retained if appropriate working methods are 

employed. However, if the rooting area is compromised these trees may need to 

be removed.  

A40, North and South Road of the Over Roundabout leading to the A417  

1.7.8 This area comprises of mainly commercial properties which are of low sensitivity in 

terms of visual impact.  The road maintains screening from high tree vegetation 

reducing the visual impact of the Overpass Road.  

1.7.9 The properties are west of the site location adjacent to the A40.  

1.7.10 There are trees to the east and on the embankments of the River Severn with 

extensive shrub planting along the footway.  

1.7.11 Vegetation on the embankment will be removed opening up the section of trees 

slightly down the bank to the east side.  The vegetation here is sparser due to the 

shading from the trees and so the area may appear bare after removal. 

1.7.12 Some semi mature trees, oak, ash, willow, field maple, will need to be removed.  

None are of arboricultural importance, although the landscape will be changed 

visually in the short term.   
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1.7.13 In the medium term it is expected that seeds already present in the bank will 

germinate and saplings will grow due to the available space.  Replanting is 

therefore not recommended, but trees/shrubs in this area will need to be protected 

during construction to retain the positive visual amenity.  

1.7.14 The removal of trees/vegetation will open up the views, however, residential 

properties to the west will have a lower visual sensitivity due to the topography of 

the land and location, and this will reduce the visual impact. 

1.8 Landscape Mitigation 

1.8.1 Landscape replanting is normally considered to reduce/mitigate the impact on 

landscape and visual effects as a result of improvement schemes.    However, it is 

expected that seeds already present in the bank will germinate and saplings will 

grow due to the available space.  No planting is therefore recommended 

1.8.2 There is encroachment into the existing landscaped areas at this location therefore 

tree removal and tree protection measures are required to accommodate the 

proposals.  

1.8.3 Collaboration with the arboricultural officer throughout the design process and on 

site is required to ensure trees are retained where possible.  
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2 Conclusions and Recommendations 

2.1.1 The responses to inform the business case are as follows: 

What are the impacts on the physical and cultural characteristics of the local 

area and does the scheme affect any designated areas of landscape value? 

2.1.2 The local character of the area is predominantly urban across a number of 

residential areas with sections of amenity grassland and parkland.  The scheme is 

not within a conservation area or Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).  

The Cotswold AONB starts approximately 6.8km southeast of the scheme.  

2.1.3 There are no TPOs identified on the roundabout at the A417 Over Causeway and 

the A40.  

2.1.4 Vegetation clearance would have a negative impact on the current landscape 

setting although this is not likely to have a significant adverse impact.  However, at 

least fifteen trees will be removed as a result; this could increase due to the 

proposals for the scheme and may increase the impact on the area. 

2.1.5 Collaboration with the arboricultural officer will be required throughout the design 

process and on site to ensure trees are retained where possible. 

2.1.6 Although the carriageway widening will increase the feel of urbanisation 

throughout the highway corridor, the impact overall is expected to be minimal.   

Are there any impacts on the setting of buildings, structures, and open 

spaces in urban areas which are of high value (in terms of visual appearance 

and usage by people)? 

2.1.7 The scheme is not highly visible from urban areas and open spaces, therefore the 

carriageway widening is unlikely to have a significant adverse impact on the 

surrounding settings.   

2.1.8 There is currently a busy road infrastructure in place at present and visible to a 

number of visual receptors.  

2.1.9 Although predominantly urban travelling from Gloucester northwards through the 

study area, a number of commercial properties are considered of lower sensitivity 

and therefore the proposals are likely to have no significant adverse impacts. 
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2.1.10 Trees are to be removed but trees will be retained where possible with tree 

protection measures as to ensure the positive visual amenity and screening of the 

carriageway is retained, and that visual impact is prevented or at least reduced for 

highly sensitive visual receptors.  

2.1.11 The retention of trees in close proximity to the carriageway increases the 

maintenance and in turn will increase the costs and disruption to road users during 

maintenance operations.   

2.1.12 It is recommended that an arboriculturist is present on site to supervise certain 

stages of the works.
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Appendix A TAG Landscape Impact Worksheet  

 
Features Description Scale it matters Rarity Importance Substitutability Impact 

Pattern The area is described as A40 Over 
Roundabout Crossroad junction of the 
A417.   
 
Gloucester.  Low-lying marshland 
subdivided by watercourses, and 
areas of scrub and damp woodland.  
Enclosure provided by woodland, 
scrub, and surrounding urban 
development 

Local and Regional  Common to 
area. There are 
no distinctive 
elements to the 
pattern of the 
local 
landscape. 
 

The pattern of 
field 
boundaries and 
hedgerows are 
characteristic 
features for the 
area but will 
remain 
unaffected 
therefore the 
impotence is 
Low  
 

High potential for 
substitution.  
 
With a short 
period of time the 
area will naturally 
refill areas with 
foliage and 
naturally 
established 
planting.    
 

Neutral effect. No adverse 
impact on landscape pattern. 
 
The proposed road alterations 
will tie into the existing pattern.  
 

Tranquillity The steep sided embankments or 
densely wooded areas form an 
enclosed landscape around a heavily 
congested trunk road and views of 
adjacent urban development. 
 
Low tranquillity due to vehicle noise 
from various vehicles and the 
movement of transport is a dominant 
feature of the area 

Regional and Local Locally 
Common Area    
 
Common to 
area 
 
No distinctive 
elements to 
tranquillity. 
 

Valley is 
screened 
moderately by 
embankments 
and trees. 
 
The importance 
of the area is 
Low 

High potential for 
substitution. 
 

With a short 
period of time the 
area will naturally 
refill areas with 
foliage and 
naturally 
established 
planting.    
 

Neutral effect.  
 
The proposed road alterations 
will improve traffic flow; however, 
a high vehicle presence will 
remain. 
 

Cultural Arable farm lands of wide-open views 
of the River Seven valley.  The 
mature trees and remnant hedgerows 
in grass areas in the centre of the 
highway and A40 Over Roundabout  

Historic landscape 
features such as 
historic field 
boundaries and 
parklands 
 
Regional and 
International  

Historic areas 
of landscape 
features such 
as historic 
battlefields, 
historical 
parklands and 
scheduled 
monuments.   
 
Regional and 
International  

Range of 
features typical 
to the region 
but not unique. 
Archaeology 
interest in the 
area  
 
The importance 
of the area is 
High 

High potential for 
substitution. 
 

With a short 
period of time the 
area will naturally 
refill areas with 
foliage and 
naturally 
established 
planting.    
 

Slight Adverse  
 
There will be a slight adverse 
impact on the setting cultural 
elements, but no direct impacts 
on designated heritage assets 
from the site.  

Landcover Limited vegetation present within the 
study area. No protected or ancient 
trees. Small lines of trees and shrubs 
along the A417 and the A40. 
 
The site is a highway corridor, with 
adjacent land uses comprising arable 
farmland with commercial and 
residential in the distance   

Local small-scale 
sense of enclosure  
 
Wooded ridgeline, 
embankments adding 
screening to the area.  
 
Regional and Local  

Pastoral gives 
way to 
woodland 
and arable 
lands.   
Seven River 
valley below.   
Regional and 
Local 

Wooded area 
with much the 
area-typical of 
low land valley.   
 
The importance 
of the area is 
High 

High potential for 
substitution.  
 

With a short 
period of time the 
area will naturally 
refill areas with 
foliage and 
naturally 
established 
planting.    
 

Slight Adverse  
 
There will be a slight adverse 
impact on the setting with the 
removal of some trees, but no 
direct impact on the setting for 
the area or landcover for the site.  

Summary of 

Character 

Study area is a raised Over Bridge 
junction with undulating topography 
form in a heavily urbanised and hosts 
a range of land uses; primarily 
commercial, industrial and residential.  
 
Tranquillity for the area is low due to 
the traffic noise and limited vegetation 
within the study area.  
 
The landscape character comprises 
open arable land with trimmed 
hedgerows and little woodland.   
 
Minor roads are lined by generally 
taller hedges and roadside trees.   
 
Transport links are key elements in 
the landscape (canal, rail and a 
variety of road links). 
 

Regionally distinctive 
character  

Valuable at a 
regional level,  
 
Common 
landscape 
elements for 
the area.    

Important at 
regional 
and local level  
 

The importance 
of the area is 
Low 

High potential for 
substitution.  
 

Neutral effect The scheme will 
complement the scale and 
pattern of the landscape.  
 
 
No adverse impacts are 
determined for tranquillity, 
cultural or landcover.  
 

Reference Sources: 

 Department for Transport TAG Unit A3 Environmental Impact Appraisal (December 2015) 

 CPRE Maps, Tranquillity 

 Natural England website 

 Joint Core strategy, Gloucestershire City Council    

 Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Third edition. 

 Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Volume 11 Section 3 Part 5 Landscape Effects’ Department for Transport (1993).  Landscape Character Assessment 

Guidance for England and Scotland’. The Countryside Agency & Scottish Natural Heritage 

 Multi Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) 
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Summary Assessment Score: 

Slight Effect 

 

Qualitative Comments: 

The current proposals of works and road improvement will not have a significant effect on the current site.   

It is anticipated that the scheme will bring a slight adverse effect to the local landscape.  The scheme will complement the scale and pattern of the landscape and 

will not lead to any adverse landcover effects.  

It is anticipated that tranquillity will be enhanced to some extent in the area due to improved traffic flow and improvements to the visual amenity of the area. 

 
 


